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Remarks on Sequence of Tense in English* 
 
 

Yoshiaki Kaneko 
 
 

Abstract 

In this paper, I present a Reichenbachian analysis of sequence of 

tense (SOT) phenomena in English. In the traditional view on SOT, 

SOT is triggered when a past tense is within the scope of another 

past tense. I claim that the licensing factor for SOT is not the past 

tense of a matrix clause, but the pastness of the event time of a  

matrix clause. On the basis of this claim, I propose the 

mechanisms for the licensing and temporal interpretation of SOT, 

and demonstrate how the proposed mechanisms can account for 

SOT-related phenomena, such as the ambiguity between 

simultaneous and shifted readings, double-access readings, and 

non-local SOT phenomena. 

 

Keywords : sequence of tense, double access, simultaneous reading, 

shifted reading, deictic tense, non-deictic tense, Reichenbachian 
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1. Introduction 

English is one of the languages that exhibit sequence of tense 

(=SOT) phenomena. The sentence (1) is an instance of SOT, and has 

the ambiguity between the readings (2a) and (2b). 
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 (1)  Taro said that Hanako was a college student. 

 (2) a.  Taro said, “Hanako is a college student.” 

  b.  Taro said, “Hanako was a college student.” 

 

Enç (1987) calls the reading in (2a) a simultaneous reading, and the 

one in (2b) a shifted reading, respectively.  

In what follows, I will present the basic framework for temporal 

interpretation, and demonstrate how this framework can account for 

SOT and related phenomena, focusing on what kind of factor is 

responsible for the licensing of SOT, and what kind of mechanisms are 

required to provide temporal interpretations to SOT sentences. 

 

2. The Framework for Temporal Interpretation 
As the theoretical framework for the discussion below, I assume 

the approach of Kaneko (2013), which is a revised and extended 

version of Kaneko (2009a, b). Here I give a brief outline of Kaneko 

(2013). 

In Kaneko (2013), along the basic lines of Reichenbach (1947), 

the temporal interpretation of a sentence is represented as the ordering 

relations among temporal elements such as Speech Time, Event Time 

and so on, which are contained in relevant functional or lexical heads 

as shown in (3). 
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 (3)      PfmP 
           3 
         Pfm      CP 
        <ST>   3 
               C      TP 
                    3 
                   DP     T´ 
                       3 
                      T     (ModP) 
                    <EvT>  3 
                         (Mod)    PerfP 
                         (will)    3 
                       (<RTwill>) Perf      vP 
                              <RTPerf>  3 
                                      tDP      v´ 
                                           3 
                                        [v-V]     VP 
                                       <ETV>  3 
                                              tV       ...  
 

At the top of a root clause is Performative Phrase (=PfmP), which 

is concerned with the speech act of a speaker.1 The head Pfm of PfmP 

contains Speech Time (=ST). The head T of TP contains an Evaluation 

Time (=EvT), which is the base point of the temporal interpretation of 

a clause. The head Perf of Perfect Phrase (=PerfP) carries a Reference 

Time (=RTPerf), which corresponds to RT in the sense of Reichenbach 

(1947). When Perf has the feature [+Perf(ect)], the Perf is realized as 

the perfect auxiliary have , while Perf with the feature [−Perf(ect)] 

appears as a null element. The head V of VP contains an Event Time 

(=ETV), which is equivalent to a Reichenbachian ET. The future modal 

will  optionally occurs between TP and PerfP, and has a modal 
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Reference Time (=RTwill), which indicates the time at which the 

future prediction in question is made. 

The temporal representation of a clause is constructed by 

composing the temporal specifications of T, Perf, and will.2  

 

 (4) a.  T-[+Pres(ent)]: RT is simultaneous with EvT.3 (RT, EvT) 

  b.  T-[+Past]: RT is anterior to EvT. (RT < EvT)  

 (5) a.  Perf-[−Perf]: ETV is simultaneous with RTPerf.  

                (ETV, RTPerf) 

  b.  Perf-[+Perf] (=have): ETV is anterior to RTPerf. 

                       (ETV < RTPerf) 

 (6)  WILL: RTPerf is posterior to RTwil l. (RTwi ll < RTPe rf) 

 

When a clause is finite and its tense is deictic, the deictic evaluation 

time of the clause (=EvTD) is identified with ST by the head Pfm of 

PfmP.4  

 

 (7)  The Identification of Deictic Evaluation Time 

The head Pfm of PfmP specifies that a deictic evaluation 

time EvTD within its c-command domain is identical to ST. 

(ST=EvTD) 

 

This identification might be regarded as a kind of binding or  

agreement. 

Let us see the sentence (8a) as an example. 

 

 (8) a.  Bill will have bought a house. 
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  b.  [Pf mP Pfm-<ST> [CP[TP Bill [T ´ T-<EvTD>-[+Pres] [ModP 
will-<RTwill> [Per fP have-<RTPerf>-[+Perf] [vP tBil l [v ´  
[v-buy-<ETbuy>] [VP tbuy a house]]]]]]]]] 

  c.  (ST=EvTD) & (RTwill, EvTD) & (RTwil l < RTP erf) &  

     (ETbuy < RTPerf)  

 

The future perfect sentence (8a) has the syntactic structure (8b), and 

its temporal representation (8c) is constructed by combining the pieces 

of information in (4a), (5b), (6) and (7). 

 

3.  Licensing and Temporal Interpretation of SOT 
3.1. Licensing of SOT 

In sequence of tense (SOT) sentences, the past tense of the finite 

complement clause of a matrix attitude verb indicates the simultaneity  

with the event time of the matrix verb or the anteriority  to that event 

time, under particular circumstances. 

In typical cases, the tense of a matrix verb is a past tense, as 

exemplified in (9). The sentence (9) has the ambiguity between the 

paraphrase (10) and the paraphrase (11). 

 

(9)  John heard that Mary was pregnant. (Hornstein (1990: 120)) 

(10)  John heard “Mary is pregnant.”                  (ibid.) 

(11)  John heard “Mary was pregnant.”                (ibid.) 

 

Under the interpretation (10), the time of Mary’s pregnancy overlaps 

the event time of John’s hearing of the news, while under the 

interpretation (11), the time of Mary’s pregnancy is anterior to the  

event time of John’s hearing. Enç (1987) calls the interpretation (10) a 
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simultaneous reading and the interpretation (11) a shifted reading.  

Along the lines of Kaneko (2009b, 2013), I propose that the 

distribution of SOT in English is accounted for by the following two 

conditions.  

 

(12)  The Licensing Condition for SOT5 

When the event time of a matrix attitude verb is anterior to 

ST (that is, refers to some time in the past),  its finite 

complement clause is a potential SOT domain. 

(13)  The Restriction on the Distribution of Deictic Past Tense 

If a finite complement clause is a potential SOT domain, its  

tense must not be the deictic past tense TD-[+Past].  

 

Let us first consider (12). SOT has been traditionally considered 

to be triggered by the past tense of a matrix attitude verb.6 It is true 

that typical instances of SOT are the cases in which a matrix past tense 

licenses SOT in the complement clause as exemplified in (9). However, 

it is not the case that only the past tense of a matrix verb triggers SOT. 

Huddleston and Pullum (2002) cite (15) as well as (14) as instances of 

SOT, and the temporal form of the matrix verb of (15) is not a past 

tense form but a present perfect form. Stowell (2007) also points out 

(16) as an instance of SOT. 

 

 (14)  Jill said that she had too many commitments.  

                  (Huddleston and Pullum (2002: 151)) 

 (15)  I have never said that she had too many commitments.  

(ibid.: 153) 
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 (16)  John has often believed/thought/said that he was unhappy. 

(Stowell (2007: 143)) 

 

The temporal interpretation system overviewed in Section 2 gives the  

temporal representation (17a) to the matrix clause of (14), and (17b) to 

the matrix clause of (15). 

 

 (17) a.  (ST=EvTD) & (RTPerf < EvTD) & (ETsay, RTPerf)  

   b.  (ST=EvTD) & (RTPerf , EvTD) & (ETsay < RTPerf) 

 

Both instances of ETsay are anterior to ST and satisfy the licensing 

condition (12). 

The sentence (18a) below, which Declerck (1991) cites as an 

instance of SOT, also shows that the triggering factor for SOT is not a  

past tense of a superordinate clause. 

 

 (18) a.  Bill seems to have told Mary that he felt depressed. 

(Declerck (1991: 175)) 

   b.  Bill seems to have told Mary: ‘I feel depressed.’ 

 (ibid.) 

 

According to Declerck, (18a) has the simultaneous reading (18b). I 

assume that infinitival clauses are not tensed (cf. Wurmbrand (2007), 

Kaneko (2009b)). The plausible trigger of SOT in this case is have told, 

but it does not carry a past tense. 

I propose here, along the lines of Ransom (1986) and Wurmbrand 

(2014), that a matrix predicate that takes an infinitival complement 

clause requires the infinitival clause to contain a covert modal element. 
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Suppose that seem selects the functional projection FP whose head has 

a feature [+mod-seem] and takes an infinitival TP as its complement.  

The infinitival complement contains a covert modal expressing a kind 

of epistemic modality without futurity (Modsee m), which agrees with 

the feature [+mod-seem] of F. I assume that the infinitival to is  the 

amalgam of the infinitival T and Modseem.  

 

 (19)  [seem [FP F-[+mod-seem][T P tB il l [T´ T [ModP Modseem [Per fP  

have [vP v-tell [C P that … ]]]]]]]] 

 

Suppose further that a matrix predicate such as seem specifies that the 

evaluation time of its  infinitival complement (EvTto) is identical to its  

event times, as in (20a). This identification is parallel to the 

identification of a deictic evaluation time by Pfm above. The 

infinitival T and Modsee m have the temporal specifications (20b) and 

(20c), respectively. 

 

 (20) a.  The Identification of EvTto: EvTto is identical to the ET 

of the matrix verb. (EvTto=ETmatr ixV) 

   b.  Infinitival T: RT is simultaneous with EvTto. (RT, EvTto) 

   c.  Modseem: RTPerf is simultaneous with RTModsee m.  

             (RTPerf, RTModsee m) 

 

Given (20a)-(20c), (18a) has the following temporal representation. 

 

 (21)  Matrix Clause: (ST=EvTD) & (RTPerf, EvTD) &   

                 (ETseem, RTPerf) 
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    Infinitival Clause: (ETseem=EvTto) & (RTModsee m, EvTto)  

                    & (RTPerf, RTModsee m) & (ETtel l < RTPerf)  

 

In (21), the auxiliary have  in the infinitival clause specifies that ETtel l  

is anterior to ST, which satisfies the licensing condition (12).7 

In sum, the licensing factor of SOT is not the  past tense of a 

matrix clause. What triggers SOT is that the event time of a matrix is 

anterior to ST. 

Let us turn to the restriction (13), repeated here as (22). 

 

(22)  The Restriction on the Distribution of Deictic Past Tense 

If a finite complement clause is a potential SOT domain, its  

tense must not be the deictic past tense TD-[+Past].  

 

It has been observed that an embedded past tense in SOT brings about 

a simultaneous reading or a back-shifted reading, but it does not allow 

for a “forward-shifted” reading under which the event or state 

described in the embedded clause occurs at some past time between the 

matrix event time and ST, while a past-under-past in a relative clause 

allows for any of the three readings (cf. Enç (1987: 638), 

Higginbotham (2002: 208), Ogihara and Sharvit (2011: 641)). 

For example, according to Higginbotham (2002), the sentence 

(23) is ambiguous between a simultaneous reading and a shifted 

reading, but it lacks a forward-shifted reading as the sentence (24) 

shows.  

 

 (23)  Gianni said that Maria was ill.  

(Higginbotham (2002: 208)) 
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 (24) *Two years ago, Gianni said that Maria was ill last year. 

(ibid.) 

 

In contrast to this, the sentence (25) has the three-way ambiguity, and 

the sentence (26) has the forward-shifted reading as the sentence (26) 

shows. 

 

 (25)  Gianni saw a woman who was ill.                (ibid.) 

 (26)  Two years ago, Gianni saw a woman who was ill last year. 

(ibid.) 

 

Ogihara and Sharvit (2011) also illustrate the three-way ambiguity of a 

past tense in a relative clause. (27a) corresponds to a simultaneous 

reading, (27b) to a back-shifted reading, and (27c) to a forward-shifted 

reading. 

 

 (27) a.  In 1989, Joseph met a woman who loved him then. 

(Ogihara and Sharvit (2011: 641)) 

   b.  In 1989, Joseph met a woman who loved him in the 70s. 

                                    (ibid.) 

   c.  In 1989, Joseph met a woman who loved him in the 90s. 

                                    (ibid.) 

 

These observations can be accounted for by the restriction (22). 

The restriction (22) prohibits the deictic past tense TD-[+Past] from 

occurring in a potential SOT domain. As a result, a past tense in a 

potential SOT domain must be the non-deictic past tense TND-[+Past],  

which obligatorily brings about a simultaneous reading or a 
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back-shifted reading as will be shown in section 3.2. A past tense in a 

relative clause, in contrast, can be the deictic past tense TD-[+Past],  

which can refer to any past time depending on context. 

 

3.2. Temporal Interpretation of SOT 
Let us now turn to the temporal interpretation of SOT. The 

temporal interpretation of SOT is dealt with by the following two 

interpretation rules. 

 

 (28)  The Identification of Non-Deictic Evaluation Time 

An attitude verb specifies that a non-deictic evaluation time 

EvTND of its complement clause is identical to its event 

time ETmatr i xV. (ETma tr ixV=EvTND) 

 (29)  The SOT Adjustment Rule (Optional) 

If the non-deictic past tense TND-[+Past] occurs in a 

potential SOT domain, convert (RT < EvTND) to (RT, 

EvTND). 

 

The identification rule (28), which is a kind of lexical redundancy rule, 

states that a matrix attitude verb functions as the identifier for the 

non-deictic evaluation time of its complement clause.8 This 

identification is parallel to the identification of  a deictic evaluation 

time by Pfm (7) and the identification of the infinitival evaluation time 

by a matrix verb (20a). The SOT adjustment rule (29) converts 

anteriority of the non-deictic past tense TND-[+Past] into simultaneity.  

(29) might be considered to correspond to past tense deletion of  

Ogihara (1996). 

By way of illustration, let us consider (30). (30) has the syntactic 
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structure (31), and the temporal representation (32), in which the 

identification rule (28) specifies that EvTND is identical to ETsay.  

 

 (30)  Gianni said that Maria was ill.  

 (31)  [TP Gianni TD-[+Past] [Per fP Perf-[−Perf][vP tGian n i say [TP 

Maria TND-[+Past] [Per fP Perf-[−Perf]  tMaria be ill]]]]] 

 (32)  Matrix Clause: (ST=EvTD) & (RTPerf < EvTD) &  

             (RTPerf, ETsay)  

    Complement Clause: (ETsay=EvTND) & (RTPerf < EvTND)   

                  & (RTPerf, ETbe) 

 

If the SOT Adjustment Rule (29) does not apply to the temporal 

representation of the complement clause, we hold (33), which 

corresponds to the shifted reading of (30). If  the adjustment rule 

applies, the bold-faced part of (32) is converted to (RTPerf, EvTND). 

 

 (33)  Matrix Clause: (ST=EvTD) & (RTPerf < EvTD) &  

             (RTPerf, ETsay)  

    Complement Clause: (ETsay=EvTND) & (RTPerf , EvTND)   

                  & (RTPerf, ETbe) 

 

The temporal representation (33) corresponds to the simultaneous 

reading of (30). 

The sentence (34) below contains the future modal will in the 

complement clause. (34) has the simultaneous reading corresponding 

to the paraphrase (35). 
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 (34)  John told me last April  that he would graduate in May (but 

he didn’t graduate after all).         (Baker (1995: 541)) 

 (35)  John told me last April, “I will graduate in May” (but he 

didn’t graduate after all).                       (ibid.) 

 

The sentence has the temporal representation (36), in which EvTND of 

the complement clause is identified with ETsay by the identification 

rule (28). 

 

 (36)  Matrix Clause: (ST=EvTD) & (RTPerf < EvTD) &  

             (RTPerf, ETtel l) 

    Complement Clause: (ETtel l=EvTND) & (RTwill < EvTND)  & 

                  (RTwill < RTPerf) & (RTPerf, ETgraduate) 

 

The SOT Adjustment Rule applies to the bold-faced part in (36), and 

we obtain the temporal representation (37), which corresponds to the 

simultaneous reading of (34). 

 

 (37)  Matrix Clause: (ST=EvTD) & (RTPerf < EvTD) &  

             (RTPerf, ETtel l) 

    Complement Clause: (ETtel l=EvTND) & (RTwill,  EvTND) &  

                  (RTwill < RTPerf) & (RTPerf, ETgraduate) 

 

The bold-faced part in (37) indicates that the future prediction in this 

reading is made at the past time identified with the event time of the 

matrix clause. 

It is expected that if we do not apply the SOT Adjustment Rule to 

sentences such as (34) above, we obtain a shifted reading. Freidin 
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(2012: 259, note 3) observes that the sentence (38) is ambiguous 

between a simultaneous reading and a back-shifted reading. 

 

(38)  John said he would help. (Freidin (2012: 259, note 3)) 

 

According to Freidin, under the simultaneous reading, John said, “I 

will help,” while under the back-shifted reading, John said, “I would 

help.”  

Our analysis can account for sentences such as (39) below, in 

which the licenser and identifier for SOT, (have) told,  does not take a 

past tense form. 

 

 (39)  Abigail seems to have told Fred that John would attend the 

party.                          (Baker (1995: 545)) 

 (40)  Abigail seems to have told Fred, “John will attend the 

party.”                                      (ibid.) 

 

According to Baker (1995:545), (39) has the simultaneous 

interpretation (40). (39) has the initial temporal representation (41). 

 

 (41)  Root Clause: (ST=EvTD) & (RTPerf, EvTD) &  

               (ETseem, RTPerf) 

    Intermediate Clause: (ETseem=EvTto) & (RTModseem, EvTto)  

           & (RTPerf, RTModsee m) & (ETtel l < RTPerf) (cf. (21)) 

    SOT Clause: (ETtel l=EvTND) & (RTwill < EvTN D)  & 

                (RTwill < RTPerf) & (RTPerf,ETattend) 

 

The SOT Adjustment Rule applies to the bold-faced part in (41), 
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resulting in the derived representation (42). 

 

 (42)  Root Clause: (ST=EvTD) & (RTPerf, EvTD) &  

               (ETseem, RTPerf) 

    Intermediate Clause: (ETseem=EvTto) & (RTModseem, EvTto)  

               & (RTPerf, RTModsee m) & (ETtel l < RTPerf) 

    SOT Clause: (ETtel l=EvTND) & (RTwill, EvTND)  & 

                (RTwill < RTPerf) & (RTPerf,ETattend) 

 

This temporal representation corresponds to the simultaneous reading 

of (39). 

 

3.3. Double Access Phenomenon 
It has been observed that there are cases in which a present tense 

appears in a potential SOT domain as in (43) and (44) below. 

 

 (43)  John heard that Mary is pregnant.  (Hornstein (1990: 120)) 

 (44)  Jill said she has too many commitments.  

          (Huddleston and Pullum (2002: 155))  

 

These sentences must have double access readings, under which the 

content described in a complement clause is interpreted to hold true 

both at the utterance time and at the matrix event time. In (43), for 

example, Mary’s pregnancy holds true at the utterance time as well as 

at the event time of John’s hearing of the news in the past. In this 

section, I discuss two points, without going into details about the 

mechanisms of this phenomenon.9 

Consider first (45) below. 
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 (45)  On Monday John told me that he will come to the meeting 

on Friday.                        (Baker (1995: 550)) 

 

In this sentence, his coming to the meeting is predicted to occur on 

Friday, and, therefore, this event does not occur either at the utterance 

time or at the event time of John’s telling on Monday. At first sight, 

this sentence seems to lack a double  access reading. However, the 

future prediction about his coming to the meeting holds true at the 

utterance time as well as at the matrix event time. The sentence (46) 

illustrates the same point. 

 

 (46)  I said in Section 6.4 that we will treat a noun phrase with 

the  as a generalized quantifier, so for example, the dog 

Jones bathed is represented as [The x: DOG(x) & BATH(j,  

x)]. (Kate Kearns, Semantics, 2nd ed., Palgrave (2011), p. 

111) 

 

This sentence is uttered on page 111 of the text. The treatment of noun 

phrase with the  as a generalized quantifier is discussed on pages 

113-114. What holds true at the utterance time (page 111) as well as at 

the matrix event time (page 104) is the future prediction about the 

treatment of a noun phrase with the  as a generalized quantifier. 

These sentences indicate that we must take into consideration 

modality such as future prediction as one of the notions that 

participate in double access readings. 

Let us turn to the nature of present tenses in double access 

readings. 
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(47)  John heard that Mary is pregnant. 

 

If the present tense of the complement clause in (47) were non-deictic 

and its evaluation time were identified with the matrix event time, the 

sentence would have only a simultaneous reading, excluding the 

reading in which Mary’s pregnancy holds true at the utterance time. 

One might argue that the embedded present tense in (47) is 

ambiguous between deictic one and non-deictic one. If such an 

analysis were correct, we would expect (47) to have the ambiguity 

instead of the double access reading. We would expect also that double 

access sentences might be disambiguated in some contexts. In relation 

to this, consider (48) below. 

 

 (48)  Leo decided a week ago that he will  go to the party 

(*yesterday).                  (Wurmbrand (2007: 3)) 

 

If a double access reading were a kind of ambiguity, (48) would be 

disambiguated by the existence of yesterday , and (48) would be 

acceptable under the simultaneous reading, contrary to the fact.  

In light of this, I conclude that an embedded present tense in a 

double access sentence is deictic, and propose the restriction (49).10 

 

 (49)  The Restriction on the Distribution of Non-Deictic Present 

Tense 

If a finite complement clause is embedded in a potential 

SOT domain, its tense must not be the non-deictic present 

tense TND-[+Pres].  
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Given the two restrictions (13) and (49), we can show the distribution 

of finite tenses in SOT domains as follows. 

 

 (50)  The Distribution of Finite Tenses in Potential SOT Domains 

 

 Present Past 

Deictic double access excluded by (13) 

Non-deictic excluded by (49) SOT 

 

 

3.4. Non-local SOT 
We have been concerned so far with SOT cases in which the 

licenser of a potential SOT domain and the identifier of the evaluation 

time of an SOT clause are exactly the same. 

 

 (51)  John heard that Mary was pregnant. 

 

In (51), the matrix verb heard licenses the finite complement clause as 

a potential SOT domain and identifies the evaluation time of the 

complement clause.  

However, it has been pointed out that in some cases the licenser is 

not the local matrix predicate that takes an SOT clause as a 

complement.11 

 

 (52)  Rachel intended to tell us that she wouldn’t be able to 

attend the meeting.                 (Baker (1995: 545)) 

 (53)  Rachel intended to tell us, “I won’t be able to attend the 
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meeting.”                                    (ibid.) 

 

According to Baker (1995), (52) has the interpretation equivalent to 

that of (53). Although the identifier of the evaluation time of the 

that-clause is the local matrix predicate tell, the SOT licensor is the 

predicate of the root clause intended. 

Notice here that non-local SOT is blocked in some circumstances. 

 

 (54)  John promised me yesterday that he will tell his mother 

tomorrow that they were having their last meal together 

(when ...). (original underlines)    (Wurmbrand (2007: 5)) 

 (55)  John promised me yesterday to tell his mother tomorrow 

that they were having their last meal together. (original 

underlines)                               (ibid.) 

 

According to Wurmbrand (2007), (54) has no simultaneous reading of 

SOT, and we cannot interpret the event time of their having meal last 

time together as simultaneous with the event time of his telling 

(tomorrow). In other words, (54) lacks the interpretation: John 

promised me to say to his mother tomorrow: “We are (now) having our 

last meal together.”(Wurmbrand (2007: 5)) In contrast, (55) has the 

simultaneous reading that (43) lacks. 

In light of (52), (54), and (55), I tentatively conclude that if a 

clause that contains a deictic tense intervenes between an SOT licensor 

and an SOT clause, the licensing is blocked, and revise the licensing 

condition (12) as follows. 

 

(56)  The Revised Licensing Condition for SOT 
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When the event time of an attitude verb is anterior to ST 

(that is, refers to some time in the past), a finite clause in 

its c-command domain is a potential SOT domain, unless a 

deictic tense intervenes between the attitude verb and the 

finite clause. 

 

The revised licensing condition (56) accounts for the contrast between 

(54) and (55). In (54), the intermediate finite clause, which is 

c-commanded by the predicate of the root clause promised, is a 

potential SOT domain. As the Restriction on the Distribution of  

Non-Deictic Present Tense (49) prohibits the non-deictic present tense 

TND-[+Pres] from occurring in this clause, the present tense of the 

intermediate clause must be deictic. As a consequence, the most 

deeply embedded clause cannot be a potential SOT domain, because 

the intervening deictic present tense blocks the SOT licensing by 

promised. In the case of (55), in contrast, the most deeply embedded 

clause is a potential SOT domain, because there is no deictic tense 

between the clause and the predicate of the root clause promised.12 

 

4. Conclusion 
In this paper, I have presented the Reichenbachian analysis of 

SOT in English within the framework of Kaneko (2009b, 2013), and 

demonstrated that the licensing factor for SOT is not the past tense of 

a matrix clause, but the pastness of the event time of a matrix clause. 

In addition, I have argued that the non-deictic present tense as well as 

the deictic past tense is excluded from potential SOT domains and that 

non-local SOT phenomena are accounted for by essentially the same 

mechanisms for local SOT phenomena. 
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Notes 

 

1) For PfmP, see Kaneko (2009b, 2011). PfmP may contain the 

argument positions that correspond to the speaker and the hearer 

(addressee) of a sentence, as proposed originally in the Performative 

Hypothesis (Ross (1970)). For recent relevant discussion, see Alcázar and 

Saltarelli (2014). 

 

2) For temporal interpretation of modals under this framework, see 

Kaneko (2009a). 

 

3) I assume that ‘A is simultaneous with B’ means ‘A overlaps B’. 

 

4) The characterization of the relation between ST and EvTD as 

identification departs from that in Kaneko (2009b, 2013, 2014), where ST 

and EvTD are related in terms of simultaneity. For discussion of the 

internal and distributional properties of English tenses, see Kaneko 

(2013). 

5) In Kaneko (2009b, 2014, in press), the licensing condition for SOT 
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is given a different definition, but the characterization of the licenser of 

SOT is essentially the same. 

 

6) For recent discussion, see Enç (2004), Ogihara (2011), Ogihara and 

Sharvit (2012). 

 

7) Predicates such as want,  whose infinitival clauses show future 

orientation, select FT whose heads require other kinds of modality 

involving futurity. Want , for example, selects FP whose head contains a 

feature [+mod-want], which agrees with Modw an t within the infinitival 

complement clause. Modw an t has the temporal specification (i) below. 

 

 (i)  Modw an t : RTPerf is posterior to RTw ant . (RTMo dw an t < RTPerf)  

 

The sentence (ii) has the temporal representation (iii). 

 

 (ii)  Maria wants to win the game.            (Ransom (1986: 1)) 

 (iii) Matrix Clause: (ST=EvTD) & (RTPerf,  EvTD) &  

               (ETw ant , RTPerf) 

   Infinitival Clause: (ETw ant=EvTto) & (RTMod w ant ,  EvTt o) &  

                  (RTMo d w an t < RTPerf) & (ETw i n,  RTPerf) 

 

The analysis proposed here departs from the one presented in 

Kaneko (2009b). In Kaneko (2009b), seem and want  specify the temporal 

relations between their event times and the evaluation times of the 

infinitival complement clauses as in (iva) and (ivb), repectively. 

 

 (iv)  a.   SEEM: the evaluation time of the infinitival complement 
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 (EvTto) is simultaneous with the event time of seem.   

      (EvTto, ETs eem). 

   b.  WANT: the evaluation time of the infinitival complement  

      (EvTto) is posterior to the event time of want.   

      (ETw ant  < EvTto). 

 

Given (iva) along with the temporal interpretation system introduced 

above, (18a) has the temporal representation below. 

 

 (v)   Matrix Clause: (ST=EvTD) & (RTPerf,  EvTD) &  

                (ETs eem, RTPerf) 

   Infinitival Clause: (ETs eem, EvTt o) & (RTPerf ,  EvTt o) &  

                  (ETt ell  < RTPerf) 

 

In (v), ETt el l is anterior to ST, because it is anterior to RTPerf of the 

complement clause, which is simultaneous with ST. Under this approach, 

a matrix predicate specifies the temporal ordering relation between its 

event time and EvTt o of its infinitival complement, instead of identifying 

EvTto as in (20a).  

I adopt the analysis introduced in this section, because we can say 

generally that a matrix predicate identifies the non-deictic evaluation 

time of its complement clause. 

 

8) The Identification of Non-Deictic Evaluation Time (29) applies not 

only to SOT cases but also to other cases in which their complement 

clauses contain a non-deictic tense. Consider (i) below, which is 

paraphrased as (ii). 

 (i)   John will tell everyone on Thursday that he overslept on 
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 Tuesday.                             (Baker (1995: 540)) 

 (ii)  John will tell everyone on Thursday, “I overslept on Tuesday.” 

(ibid.) 

 

The past tense of the complement clause of (i) does not indicate the 

anteriority to ST, but the anteriority to the event time of John’s telling 

in the future. This is captured by the Identification of Non-Deictic 

Evaluation Time, which specifies that the non-deictic evaluation time 

EvTND of the complement clause is identical to the event time ETt ell  of the 

matrix clause. 

 

9) For discussion on double access phenomena, see Enç (1987), Abusch 

(1988, 1997), Giorgi (2010), Khomitsevich (2007), Ogihara (1996), 

Ogihara and Sharvit (2012), among others. See also note 10 below. 

 

10) Given that the embedded present tense in a double access sentence is 

deictic, we must account for the simultaneous part of a double access 

reading. A possible solution for this problem is to propose, along the lines 

of the proposal of Uribe-Echevarria (1994: Chapter 3), that the embedded 

complement clause of a double access sentence moves out of the matrix 

clause at LF. 

 

 

 (i)  [PfmP Pfm [CP that Mary is pregnant] [John heard [CP that Mary is 

pregnant]]] 

 

Suppose that when a matrix predicate licenses a potential SOT domain, 

the predicate obligatorily identifies the evaluation time of its complement 
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clause. In order to satisfy this requirement, the embedded tense of the 

copy CP in the trace position is reanalyzed as non-deictic, and its 

evaluation time is identified with the event time of the matrix predicate, 

which results in the simultaneous part of a double access reading. The 

evaluation time of the deictic present tense in the moved CP is identified 

with ST by Pfm, leading to the ST-linked part of a double access reading. 

As the two copies of CP form a chain, the contents of the two copies must 

be compatible with each other, and each of them must be well-formed. In 

this analysis, (48) with yesterday  in the complement clause has the 

representation (ii) at LF. 

 

 (ii)  [PfmP Pfm [CP that he will go to the party yesterday][Leo decided 

a week ago [CP that he will go to the party yesterday]]] 

 

In the extracted CP, the evaluation time of the deictic present tense 

carried by will  is identified with ST by Pfm, and the prediction expressed 

by will is about the future relative to the utterance time, which 

contradicts the meaning of yesterday .   

If we adopt this analysis, however, we must answer some questions, 

one of which is why the embedded CP moves out of the matrix clause. I 

will leave the detailed examination of this analysis for future research. 

 

11) For non-local SOT phenomena, see	Abusch (1988), Enç (2004), and 

Khomitsevich (2008). 

 

12) Consider the following sentence. 

 

 (i)  John promised me yesterday that he would tell his mother 
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tomorrow that they were having their last meal together. 

(original underlines)                (Wurmbrand (2007: 6)) 

 

As Wurmbrand (2007: 6) notes, this sentence has the simultaneous 

interpretation: John promised me to say to his mother tomorrow: “We are  

now having our last meal together.” It has been argued (e.g, Abusch 

(1988)) that the past tense carried by would in the middle clause triggers 

SOT in the lowest clause. Under our analysis,  however, the middle clause 

contains no licenser for SOT, because the event time of tell is posterior to 

the utterance time. Instead, promised in the root clause, the event time of 

which refers to the past time identified by yesterday , licenses SOT in the 

lowest clause as well as SOT in the middle clause. Notice that the past 

tense of the middle clause is non-deictic, and does not block the licensing 

of non-local SOT in the lowest clause. 
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